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Structured Finance Activity 
Report: negative rating drift 
receding 
This quarterly report provides a summary of activity in the most recent quarter and an overview 
of Scope’s structured finance rating actions over the 12 months prior, including methodology 
developments and published research.  

Scope’s structured finance total rated volume grew by 15.2% year-on-year to the first quarter of 
2024. Monitoring reviews resulted in a broadly balanced share of upgrades and downgrades, as 
negative rating drift continues to recede.  

1. Summary of Structured Finance activity 
Scope’s structured finance team covered 366 instruments across 182 transactions in the 12 
months to the end of March 2024. The major asset classes were NPLs (101 instruments) and 
CRE/CMBS (65). See Figure 1. 

Scope’s rating activities over the 12-month period included the following: 

• 84 new instruments rated across 50 transactions, bringing the total rated volume since 2014 
to EUR 274bn equivalent (15.2% up YoY)1. The number of newly rated instruments by asset 
class was concentrated on CRE/CMBS (35), Other (27), and SME (10). 
See Summary of new rating and other services activity.  

• Monitoring reviews on 282 instruments across 132 outstanding transactions, leading to 
rating upgrades on 14.2% of the instruments and downgrades on 17.4%. See Summary of 
monitored ratings activity. 

Scope’s other activities in the first quarter of 2024 included:  

• Six research reports: four on NPLs and one on CRE/CMBS and Other.  

• Three methodology updates: General Structured Finance, Consumer and Auto ABS, and 
Asset Portfolio Rating Methodologies. See Methodology publications. 

  

________ 
 
1 Issue volumes in this report refer to EUR-equivalent amounts where the currency is non-EUR.  
All EUR equivalent amounts are calculated as per spot exchange rates applicable on 7 June 2024. 
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Figure 1: All rating activity by Scope over the previous 12 months 

 
Source: Scope Ratings 

2. Summary of new rating and other services activity 
Scope assigned new ratings to 84 instruments on 50 transactions across various structured 
finance asset classes over the 12-months to March 2024. A total of 42.9% of the issue volume was 
rated AAA, while 1.4% was rated sub-investment grade.  

At the conclusion of Q1 2024, Scope had rated almost EUR 274bn-equivalent in structured finance 
instruments since 2014. See Figure 2. Year-on-year rated new-issue volume growth stood at 
approximately 15.2%, with a total of EUR 2.7bn in rated new-issue volumes in the first quarter of 
2024. 

Figure 2: New Structured Finance issuance volumes rated by Scope Ratings 

 
Source: Scope Ratings 

Figure 3 provides a breakdown of new-issue volumes by rating category and asset class for all 
rating services. Please refer to Appendix I: New public ratings, last 12 months for the full list of all 
public credit ratings assigned by Scope over the 12-month period. In terms of issuance volumes, 
activity was concentrated in Other2 (59%), CRE/CMBS (24%), and SME (10%). 

________ 
 
2 Other mainly consists of Structured Credit, Reverse Mortgages, and Repackaged Notes. 

Scope has rated EUR 274bn in 
structured finance instruments 
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Figure 3: Share of issue volume by asset class and rating category, last 12 months 

 
Source: Scope Ratings 

3. Summary of monitored ratings activity 
Scope monitored 282 instruments over the 12 months to the end of the first quarter of 2024, 14.2% 
of which were upgraded and 17.4% downgraded. The first quarter of 2024 saw the 12-month 
trailing negative rating drift sustaining its shift upwards and away from the trough of Q2 2023 
(Figure 4). The consistent upwards shift was mainly due to receding downward rating pressure 
on CRE/CMBS and secured NPL transactions, which have predominantly driven the descent that 
had been in place between Q4 2021 and Q3 2023. 

NPLs continued to see most of the downgrades followed by CRE/CMBS, but both showed 
improvements over the previous quarter (65.3% vs 68% and 14.3% vs 22%, respectively). In the 
case of NPLs, downgrades were mainly attributable to depressed sales prices and disappointing 
collections. In the case of CRE/CMBS, refinancing risk and depressed values against a backdrop 
of persistent inflation and rising interest rates continue to haunt the asset class. Upgrades over 
the 12-month period were fairly distributed among sectors and were mainly attributable to 
deleveraging in the case of performing ABS, better-than-expected performance of unsecured NPL 
exposures, and transaction-specific structural changes and portfolio stabilisation in the case of 
CRE/CMBS. 

The list of all public transactions for which a monitoring action was taken over the 12-month period 
can be found in Appendix II: Public monitoring rating actions, last 12 months. 

 
Figure 4: 12-month trailing rating drift3 

Source: Scope Ratings 

 

________ 
 
3 Scope’s 12-month trailing rating drift is calculated as the ratio between (i) the number of upgrades minus the number 
of downgrades, and (ii) the total number of monitored ratings, over the previous 12 months. 

Scope 12-month trailing rating 
drift continues to shift upwards, 
but starting to lose momentum 
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4. Webinars 

Asset class Title (hyperlink) Geographical coverage Publication 

CRE/CMBS Navigating Europe’s stormy CRE loan / CMBS 
markets from a credit & regulatory perspective Europe Dec-23 

NPL Italy’s proposed law on NPL buybacks Europe Aug-23 

NPL ReoCos in Italian NPL securitisations – review 
and outlook Europe Aug-23 

Structured 
Finance Structured finance activity highlights Europe Jul-23 

CRE/CMBS European real estate: prepare for more pain 
from higher yields Europe June-23 

NPL Performance review and outlook for Italian 
NPL ABS Europe May-23 

Source: Scope Ratings 

5. Methodology publications 
In Q1 2024, we updated our General Structured Finance, Consumer and Auto ABS, and Asset 
Portfolio Rating Methodologies. None of the updates are expected to impact existing ratings. 

The updates to the General Structured Finance Rating Methodology consist of editorial changes 
and provide further guidance and clarification on: key rating assumptions; local and foreign-
currency structured finance instrument ratings; large exposures that are highly protected; liquidity 
risk analysis; transaction-governance related ESG factors; information used during monitoring; 
Scope’s cash-flow model inputs; analysis of historical credit performance; and analytical 
considerations for guarantees. Disclosure of Scope’s interest rate stress framework and a 
reframing of the framework for fundamental recovery rate analysis were also incorporated. 

The updates to our Consumer and Auto ABS Rating Methodology consist of editorial changes and 
incorporate simplification in the use of default rate distributions and when sizing for the AAA 
haircut in the recovery rate analysis along with guidance and clarification on: potential impacts of 
transaction related ESG factors; combining the base case with the sovereign stress scenario for 
CQS transactions; stresses set for the CQS stress scenario; and assumptions for monthly market 
value decline, vehicle turn-in condition, and liquidation costs. 

The updates to our Asset Portfolio Rating Methodology relate to non-material editorial changes 
only. 

Structured finance rating methodologies 

Asset class Title Publication 

SME SME ABS Rating Methodology May-24 

CLO CLO Rating Methodology Apr-24 

Asset Portfolio Asset Portfolio Rating Methodology Mar-24 

Structured Finance General Structured Finance Rating Methodology Mar-24 

Consumer / Auto Consumer and Auto ABS Rating Methodology Mar-24 

CRE/CMBS CRE Loan and CMBS rating Methodology Nov-23 

NPL Non-Performing Loan ABS Rating Methodology Aug-23 

NPL Non-Performing Loan ABS Rating Methodology Jul-23 

Counterparty Counterparty Risk Methodology Jul-23 

Source: Scope Ratings  

Scope updated its General 
Structured Finance, Consumer 
and Auto ABS, and Asset Portfolio 
Rating Methodologies 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJKpgqOWY9Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJKpgqOWY9Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BZxlqIQZ6k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r5NVtUB-HuQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r5NVtUB-HuQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LD_USszdFL0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4C_TIXEEUDg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4C_TIXEEUDg
https://scoperatings.com/ratings-and-research/research/EN/174183
https://scoperatings.com/ratings-and-research/research/EN/174183
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=724fb3fa-3b00-4f65-a397-e844a4e74d26
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=3d7917e9-f758-4e9b-9596-7fe8df004b12
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=6b51e529-890c-4810-997d-8c4346c9356c
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=8f6dc4fe-71e6-4946-bc27-3e84585c0a38
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=61f88f93-3fe3-4dad-9a1b-b59e3ef8411e
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=291babb4-afe4-40ab-a7dd-a5d0d3d017fd
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=e24814e3-a881-4212-bbfe-d66adcf39195
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=e24814e3-a881-4212-bbfe-d66adcf39195
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=2c0bf689-0532-475c-99b4-8dd05120176a
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6. Structured finance research publications 
We published 23 research notes over the past 12 months covering four asset classes. 

Figure 5: Research publications by asset class and jurisdiction, last 12 months 

  

Asset Class 
Jurisdiction 

Europe Italy 

CRE/CMBS 3  

NPL  16 

General Structured Finance 1  

Other  3 

Source: Scope Ratings 

 
Figure 6: Research publications by asset class 

 
Source: Scope Ratings 

Appendix I: New public ratings, last 12 months 

 
Source: Scope Ratings 

 

Italian NPLs represent the majority 
of structured finance publications 
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Appendix II: Public monitoring rating actions, last 12 months 

 
Source: Scope Ratings 
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Source: Scope Ratings 
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Source: Scope Ratings 
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Scope Ratings GmbH 

Lennéstraße 5 
D-10785 Berlin 
scoperatings.com 

Phone: +49 30 27891-0 
Fax: +49 30 27891-100 
info@scoperatings.com 

     
Bloomberg: RESP SCOP 
Scope contacts 

 
   

  

Disclaimer 
© 2024 Scope SE & Co. KGaA and all its subsidiaries including Scope Ratings GmbH, Scope Ratings UK Limited, Scope Fund Analysis GmbH, and Scope ESG Analysis GmbH 
(collectively, Scope). All rights reserved. The information and data supporting Scope’s ratings, rating reports, rating opinions and related research and credit opinions originate from 
sources Scope considers to be reliable and accurate. Scope does not, however, independently verify the reliability and accuracy of the information and data. Scope’s ratings, rating 
reports, rating opinions, or related research and credit opinions are provided ‘as is’ without any representation or warranty of any kind. In no circumstance shall Scope or its directors, 
officers, employees and other representatives be liable to any party for any direct, indirect, incidental or other damages, expenses of any kind, or losses arising from any use of 
Scope’s ratings, rating reports, rating opinions, related research or credit opinions. Ratings and other related credit opinions issued by Scope are, and have to be viewed by any 
party as, opinions on relative credit risk and not a statement of fact or recommendation to purchase, hold or sell securities. Past performance does not necessarily predict future 
results. Any report issued by Scope is not a prospectus or similar document related to a debt security or issuing entity. Scope issues credit ratings and related research and opinions 
with the understanding and expectation that parties using them will assess independently the suitability of each security for investment or transaction purposes. Scope’s credit 
ratings address relative credit risk, they do not address other risks such as market, liquidity, legal, or volatility. The information and data included herein is protected by copyright 
and other laws. To reproduce, transmit, transfer, disseminate, translate, resell, or store for subsequent use for any such purpose the information and data contained herein, contact 
Scope Ratings GmbH at Lennéstraße 5, D-10785 Berlin. 
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